If you want to write
But your writing sucks,
Who ya gonna call?
      GHOSTWRITERS!
If your name will sell,
You'll pull in the bucks.
Who ya gonna call?
      GHOSTWRITERS!
I ain't 'fraid to outsource. (2x)

If you've got ideas
Running through your head,
Who can you call?
      GHOSTWRITERS!
You can't write them down
But you want them read.
Who ya gonna call?
      GHOSTWRITERS!
I ain't 'fraid to outsource. (2x)

If you need a dose of a
Well-written post, baby
You better call
      GHOSTWRITERS!
Let me tell you something
Writing makes me feel good!
I ain't 'fraid to outsource. (2x)

Don't write content yourself, oh, no
GHOSTWRITERS!
When it goes out the door
If you just want some more
I think you better call
      GHOSTWRITERS!
Who ya gonna call?
      GHOSTWRITERS!
I can't hear you!
      GHOSTWRITERS!
Louder!
      GHOSTWRITERS!
Who ya gonna call?
      GHOSTWRITERS!